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AD 2.2.3: Earth and Space Science Applications

Project Short Name PI Name, Inst Short Description/Objective Program Office(s)

ExaStar Kasen, LBNL
Models of stellar explosions as quintessential 

multi-physics simulations 
NP

ExaSky Habib, ANL Computing the sky at extreme scales HEP

Subsurface Steefel, LBNL
Modeling local pore-scale interactions and 

fracture propagation in a wellbore system.
BES

EQSIM McCallen, LBNL
Regional-Scale Earthquake Hazard and Risk 

Assessment

DOE NE, NNSA, 

Office of Nuclear 

Safety

E3SM-MMF Taylor, SNL
Cloud-resolving earth system model 

simulations.
BER
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Common Themes

• All are based on solving time-dependent systems of PDEs to evolve solutions to 
large-scale problems

•Many are multi-model based in one way or another

– (can result in different approaches for different models)

•Many have strong dependence on linear and nonlinear solvers 

– Can be a performance bottleneck.

– Can limit options for performance portability strategies

– (generally perceived as external risks)

•All recognize the importance of performance portability to meet their goals

– ECP benchmarks for success (“KPP goals”)

– Developing useful capabilities beyond the life and scope of ECP.

– Wide range of approaches to the issue (all seek to manage risks)
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Common Themes (cont)

• Approaches range from reliance on external performance-portability libraries 
(KOKKOS, RAJA)  to write-your-own. 

•Most fall somewhere in-between, or use more than one approach to manage risk.

• Importance of co-design centers
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Approach #1 (ExaSky)

•HACC: Primary code is an SPH gravity solver 
(particle-based)

• Structured into a relatively small set of kernels, 
which can be custom-tuned for new architectures.

• Advantages:

– Nimble-ness – usually one of the first applications on 
new systems (can inform others)

– Minimal reliance on external efforts 

•Disadvantages

– Doesn’t scale well to more-complex applications (unique to their application)

•Walled-off from dependencies to ensure that everything is under their control

Visualization of the Last Journey simulation on Mira
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Not the whole picture…

•Nyx – second code used for validation

– Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) relies on AMReX Co-design center

•CosmoTools – analysis framework

– Relies on external libraries, Software Technologies (ST) efforts
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Approach #2 (EQSIM)

• SW4: Primary code is 4th-order, 3d finite-difference 
seismic wave-propagation model.

• Essentially full reliance on external ST libraries

– RAJA, HDF5

•Disadvantages:

– Reliance on external efforts (don’t “own” the risk)

– A bit less nimble – won’t be the first application

– Concern about post-ECP

• Advantages

– Leverage expertise and effort in ST library efforts. (“They’ll do it better than we could”)

– Frees up energy for other application-specific improvements (local refinement) 
(“We can do this better ourselves”)

(Above) Simulation of an earthquake on the Hayward 

fault in the San Francisco Bay Area

(Below) local mesh refinement
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Three are writing their own performance portability layers…

•Recognition of usefulness of a PP layer

• Existing approaches don’t fit well (E3SM) or attempt to leverage structure of 
problem (subsurface) or attempt to manage risk (ExaStar) 
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Approach #3 (E3SM-MMF)

• E3SM model made up of many component 
submodels (atmosphere, ocean, sea ice…)

• Some components rely on RAJA/Kokkos

•New development in C++

• Legacy components in Fortran

• YAKL (“Yet Another Kernel Launcher”)

– “Fortran-friendly” C++ performance portability layer

– Compatible with KOKKOS

Illustration of the “superparameterization” 

cloud-resolving modeling approach to Earth 

system modeling.
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Yet Another Kernel Launcher (YAKL)

•C++ Performance Portability Library for Fortran, simplicity, & readability
– https://github.com/mrnorman/YAKL (About 6,000 lines of code)

• Syntax patterned after Kokkos & interoperates easily with Kokkos

• Focus on simplicity
– Only one level of parallelism

•At two levels of parallelism, you’re already sacrificing some portability
– Only two memory spaces: host and device

• Allows Fortran-like behavior in multi-dimensional arrays
– One-based indexing, column-major index ordering, basic slicing
– Limited Fortran intrinsic library (size, shape, maxval, minloc, sum, etc.)

• Interacts with Fortran 
– Wrap existing Fortran allocations in YAKL Fortran-like Arrays
– Pool allocator with CUDA Managed Memory hooks and Fortran hooks
– Enables an incremental porting path with relatively little code change

•Convenient NetCDF, FFT, PRNG utilities for YAKL Arrays

https://github.com/mrnorman/YAKL
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YAKL Fortran-Like Multi-Dimensional Arrays

•Use C++ “typedef” and “using” in a header to hide unsightly C++ namespace and 

template expressions
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Future Plans

• YAKL currently works on CPU (serial), Nvidia GPUs, and AMD GPUs

– Achieves expected performance on GPUs

– About 20% slower than best Fortran case on CPUs

• Add an Intel GPU backend:

– OpenMP Offload

• Need “#pragma omp atomic” for min and max (slated for OpenMP 5.1)

• Prefer omp_target_memcpy_async (also coming soon)

– SYCL

• Need SYCL’s malloc_device(), a recent feature

• SYCL has yet to provide a reduction library comparable to Nvidia’s “cub” and AMD’s “hipCUB”

• Add a *lot* more testing. Current tests are via applications that use YAKL

•Other plans: https://github.com/mrnorman/YAKL/issues

https://github.com/mrnorman/YAKL/issues
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Approach #4 (Subsurface)

•Coupling 2 existing codes:

– GEOS-X: FEM, using RAJA 

– Chombo-Crunch: Finite-volume embedded-boundary, 
developing its own performance portability layer 
(PROTO) based on a DSL for stencil-based calculations

• PROTO: Higher risk, but also potentially higher reward by 
taking advantage of structure of system.

Subsurface: Simulated pore-scale calcium 

concentration on fracture surface
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Proto: A Performance-Portable C++ abstraction layer for 
structured-grid discretizations

• Express operations on a rectangular patch as compositions of Stencil operations, and 

pointwise application of functions with multiple rectangular grid data arguments 
(forall) .

o User API is in standard C++, independent of the platform.
o High performance on GPUs is obtained customized implementations of forall, Stencil apply . Not 

visible to the application.

o Replaces Fortran call-backs on CPU-based systems with 10x reduction in code size.

o High performance is obtained for data resident on GPUs.

• Data on unions of rectangles, types of memory (host vs. device): currently use a version 

of Chombo; a self-contained Proto version of this capability is under development.

• Extension of Proto for embedded boundary discretizations (EBProto). Stencils, forall

remain fundamental abstractions, with same performance portability, expressiveness.
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Recent and Ongoing Development Activities

• Applications under development:
o DOE ECP subsurface flow (embedded boundary discretization of the incompressible Navier-Stokes 

equations).

o NASA space weather project (MHD on mapped multi-block AMR grids). 

o DOE COGENT gyrokinetic plasma modeling project (advection on mapped multi-block grids in 4D / 5D 

phase space).

• Performance Engineering:
o High performance GPU-GPU communications for exchanging ghost cell data, including EB (done).

o Automatic fusion of successive forall operations to reduce number of kernel launches on GPUs (in 

progress).
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Approach #5 (ExaStar)

• FLASH-X: 

– Uses AMReX (Co-Design)

– Risk-mitigation: fallback to ParaMesh

– Developing new orchestrator layer which combines 
compile-time code-generation with run-time configuration

• Advantages:

– Managing risk

– Combines performance portability code-generation build-time 
with run-configuration setup.

•Disadvantages

– Potentially redundant effort

Image of a core-collapse supernova
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Orchestration system

Key-value for template 

meta-programming like 

front-end abstractions

Directives for 

optimization hints 

At Units Level

• Translate keys, 

• Assemble application

• Parse directives

Configurator
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Orchestration system

Key-value for template 

meta-programming like 

front-end abstractions

Directives for 

optimization hints 

Recipes in DSL

Directives for 

optimization

At Units Level

• Translate keys, 

• Assemble application

• Parse directives

At Driver Level

• Interpret recipes and 

directives

Configurator

Code Generator
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Orchestration system

Data movement 

with thread-

teams

Key-value for template 

meta-programming like 

front-end abstractions

Directives for 

optimization hints 

Recipes in DSL

Directives for 

optimization

At Units Level

• Translate keys, 

• Assemble application

• Parse directives

At Driver Level

• Interpret recipes and 

directives

• Select thread-team

Configurator

Runtime

Code Generator
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Summing up…

•Range of approaches being taken:

– Complete involvement (ExaSky)

– Reliance on external libraries (EQSIM, parts of others)

– Reliance on CoDesign centers (more closely entwined)

– D.I.Y. Performance portability layers surprisingly common! 
(YAKL, ExaStar Orchestrator, PROTO)

• Linear and nonlinear solvers remain a concern

•No one-size-fits all:

– Choice of approach seems to depend on skillsets within particular projects

•All have relatively high probabilities of success.
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Questions?
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